
  

Good afternoon, 

For the past several days, as we have all anticipated the Federal and State CDC 

announcements about resuming mask-wearing.  We know that the number of cases is 

rising, and that the Delta Variant is HIGHLY contagious (Dr. Shah says twice as 

contagious as other strains).   

 

Residents have been asking staff whether masks will once again be required.  

 

Today, we heard Maine CDC and DHHS speak to the Federal CDC guidance that 

masks be worn in public settings.  We also saw Governor Mills issue her 

recommendation as well.  Under the new guidance, the U.S. Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention recommends that all people, regardless of vaccination status, 

wear face coverings in indoor, public settings in areas with “substantial” or “high” 

levels of community transmission. 

 

As we know, The Park Danforth community enjoys a high level of vaccination among 

residents and staff.    Many visitors attest to being vaccinated as well, which we are 

very grateful for.  And Cumberland County’s positivity rate today is not in the “high 

transmission” category. 

 

For today, The Park Danforth is joining the Maine CDC, Governor Mills and DHHS in 

recommending the use of masks in public settings, both on and off campus. 

Staff will continue to be masked at all times, unless in an office.  And, visitors will 

continue to be required to wear masks in all areas of campus, other than the residents 

apartments, if the resident permits. 

 

While we are not requiring masks for residents, staff will be monitoring further 

developments for guidance and tracking data regarding positivity rates and 

transmission.  We hope that prudence and healthy practices will keep our community 

healthy and strong*. 

 

We ask that residents renew their commitment to being diligent with hand 

washing/sanitizing, maintaining social distancing whenever possible, and especially 

when not wearing a mask.    
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We ask that all residents, staff and visitors continue to monitor their health daily. 

We ask that Residents who experience any kind of symptoms are asked to remain in 

their apartments, call Resident Services (or the Front Desk), and contact their 

physician.   We ask that visitors remain off campus if even the slightest symptoms 

emerge, just as we do as staff. 

 

Still, as of this writing, we will not roll back restrictions on visitors, unless we find that 

it becomes necessary.  Visitors can continue to visit at any time. 

Visitors will continue to be actively screened upon arrival. 

 

I will update all of this as new information emerges. 

 

So, with that, let me suggest that today’s word is MINDFUL 

 

Be MINDFUL about your surroundings. 

Be MINDFUL to wear your mask – or at least bring it along so you have it when you 

need it – as you leave campus.   

Be MINDFUL about where you are and who you’re with 

Be MINDFUL in hand hygiene, and respiratory hygiene 

 

And most importantly, 

Be well ~~  Denise  M. Vachon, CEO 

 

 

 

*Reminder:  Any case of covid, whether for a vaccinated or unvaccinated person in our 

midst, will be cause for a temporary “shut down”.   Let’s all work together in doing 

our best to make sure that doesn’t have to happen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


